
Memorandum
REPORT TO: City Commission

FROM: Jeff Mihelich, City Manager
Andy Knight, Deputy Chief of Police

SUBJECT: Authorize the City Manager to Sign a Purchase Agreement for a Police
Canine, Including the Training of a New Handler    

MEETING DATE: September 14, 2021

AGENDA ITEM TYPE: Agreement - Vendor/Contract

RECOMMENDATION: Authorize the City Manager to sign a $12,400 Purchase Agreement from
Molly McKinney to purchase a fully trained replacement canine and related
training of a new handler.

STRATEGIC PLAN: 3.1 Public Safety: Support high quality public safety programs, emergency
preparedness, facilities, and leadership.

BACKGROUND: The Bozeman Police Department currently utilizes canine (K9) dogs, handled
by trained police officers, for a myriad of law enforcement related actions.
 These K9s are consistently trained and routinely deployed in narcotics
detection, the tracking of missing persons and fugitives, and the location of
evidence. K9s assist in supporting search warrants or to support criminal
charges, and are recognized by courts as reliable sources for the
development of probable cause for investigative purposes. The current
Bozeman Police Department K9 is not trained to detect the presence of
marijuana, and the proposed new K9 will not be trained to detect it either.
The Bozeman Police Department has consistently maintained two K9s and
handlers and have found this to be the optimal number for balancing costs
while providing availability throughout the course of a week.  In the spring of
2021, one of the two Bozeman Police Department K9s was retired from
service and the new K9 is a replacement. 
We have tentatively entered into a purchase agreement with Molly
McKinney for the purchase of a new, properly trained K9.  The agreement
and associated cost covers not only the K9 itself, but also full training of the
new handler. Ms. McKinney is certified as a Master Trainer of Law
Enforcement and Public Service through the American Society of Canine
Trainers (ASCT), and provides similar K9’s to other law enforcement
agencies. ASCT certified instructors have previously provided K9s and
handler training to this department. The previous ASCT K9s provided have
been well-trained and reliable and the ASCT program has provided effective
training to the department handlers.



UNRESOLVED ISSUES: None

ALTERNATIVES: As suggested by the City Commission

FISCAL EFFECTS: All costs are within the department’s existing FY22 budget allocations. The
department has applied for a $10,000 grant through the Montana
Department of Justice to help offset the majority of costs for the new K9.  

 
Attachments:
Purchase Agreement for Police Canine.pdf

 
Report compiled on: September 2, 2021

https://legistarweb-production.s3.amazonaws.com/uploads/attachment/pdf/1050126/Purchase_Agreement_for_Police_Canine.pdf
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